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Abstract

The present report contains the summary of the IAEA Consultants' Meeting on the
"Status of nuclear data needed for radiation therapy and existing data development activities in
Member States" held at the IAEA Headquarters, Vienna, 9-11 December 1996. The present
activities on nuclear data for radiotherapy are summarized in Member States, the present status
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Introduction

Today, radiotherapy is applied in many clinical centers worldwide. More than 10% of
all cancer patients are treated with radiotherapy and this number has a tendency to grow in the
future. Modern radiotherapy uses different radiations, e.g., photons, electrons, thermal and fast
neutrons, protons and heavy ions for treatment of patients. The main goal of radiotherapy is to
deliver a well defined dose of radiation to the specified location of the body of a patient. At the
same time it is necessary to minimize the dose received by other regions of the body. The dose
should be accurate to 3.5 - 5% in different cases. Determination of absorbed dose in tissue
depends upon the knowledge of energy spectra of radiation, effects of scattering in the
collimators and diaphragms, kerma of the constituent elements of tissue etc. Determination of
these factors in turn requires good quality nuclear data (microscopic cross-sections, energy
spectra, angular distributions) for calculation of collimation, shielding, kerma and finally the
distribution of radiation dose in the body.

The Nuclear Data Section of the IAEA started its program on nuclear and atomic data for
radiotherapy in 1985 and organized two Coordinated Research Programs on "Nuclear Data for
Neutron Therapy" and "Atomic and Molecular Data for Radiotherapy". These programs
terminated in 1993 and 1994, respectively.

This meeting was held with the goal to collect information on current activities in the
field of Nuclear Data for Radiotherapy in the Member States, to review the status of such data
and to determine the future role of the IAEA in this field.

The present document contains the conclusions and recommendations of the participants
of the meeting. The List of Participants and Agenda are given in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2.
respectively.

NEXT
left
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

All participants were present when the meeting opened and they were welcomed by Drs.
Oblozinsky and Kocherov on behalf of the IAEA. Presentations by each of the Consultants then
followed. Summaries of these presentations are attached. Dr. Oblozinsky also outlined the
recent activities of the IAEA CRP on "Compilation and Evaluation of Photonuclear Data".
D.T.L. Jones was elected Chairman of the group.

The Consultants discussed the initiatives which should be taken by the present panel and
took cognisance of other groups which are presently active in related fields. These are:

- IAEA CRP on Nuclear Data Needed for Neutron Therapy (completed, report pending)
- IAEA CRP on Applications of Heavy Charged Particles in Cancer Radiotherapy
- IAEA CRP on Compilation and Evaluation of Photonuclear Data
- ICRU Report Committee on Nuclear Data for Fast Neutron and Proton Radiation Therapy
- IAEA CRP on Charged Particle Cross Section Database for Medical Radioisotope Production

The Consultants resolved that as far as possible there should be no overlap with the activities
of the above groups. It is therefore recommended that relevant information and nuclear data for
the following topics, which are not presently being considered by these groups, be followed:

• Accelerator-based neutron capture therapy (physical aspects)
• Heavy-ion radiation therapy (12C and heavier)
• Therapeutic radionuclides
• Activation cross sections of tissue and shielding elements by particle therapy beams

It is recommended that:

(1) The IAEA should use its international standing to disseminate the information on nuclear
data as widely as possible, especially to those developing countries which have financial
difficulties. This recommendation applies in particular to the information contained in the
ICRU report on Nuclear Data for Fast Neutron and Proton Radiation Therapy, which is
currently in preparation and is expected to be published in 1997/98.

(2) More generally, an agreement should be sought with the ICRU for achieving a broad
distribution of such scientific information on a continuing basis.

(3) The IAEA Nuclear Data Section should closely follow the nuclear data needs related to
the IAEA CRP on Applications of Heavy Charged Particles in Cancer Radiotherapy
(IAEA Division of Human Health).

(4) Consideration should be given to joint activities between the IAEA Nuclear Data Section
and the IAEA Industrial Chemistry and Applications Section in the field of therapeutic
radionuclides.
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(5) Relevant data for the IAEA CRPs on Compilation and Evaluation of Photonuclear Data
and on Charged Particle Cross Section Database for Medical Radioisotope Production
should be followed.

(6) The next Consultants' meeting in 1998 would be useful in order to evaluate progress in the
field at that time and to recommend new initiatives that may be necessary.
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CONSULTANTS' PRESENTATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION TO PARTICLE TELETHERAPY AND NUCLEAR DATA NEEDS
A. Wambersie

The use of non-conventional radiation therapy techniques has always been considered a
promising approach for improving clinical results. However, to be used in a safe way and to
be exploited in an optimum way, different types of information are required and in particular
basic physical data. Nuclear data are indeed needed on the one hand to be able to calculate
the absorbed dose at a point of interest in the tissue, and on the other hand to optimize the
design of the treatment delivery system.

As far as fast neutron therapy is concerned the technical conditions under which it can be
applied today are becoming comparable to those available with modern linear accelerators:
beam penetration, skin sparing, multileaf collimators, rotational gantry etc. It is only under
these conditions that the real value and benefit of fast neutrons (high-LET radiation) could
be evaluated and compared to the best photon therapy techniques (low-LET radiation).

In fast neutron therapy a common dosimetry protocol, published by the ICRU (Report 45,
1989) is applied world-wide. However, neutron beams produced by charged particles with
energies of at least 50 MeV are preferable. For this energy range accurate nuclear data are
needed both to calculate the absorbed dose in the tissues (i.e. H, C, N, O for energies above
20 MeV) and to design the treatment delivery systems and the shielding devices (i.e. Al, Cu,
Fe, Pb, W).

In contrast to fast neutron therapy, where the aim is to improve the differential effect between
"tumor" and normal tissues, proton beam therapy only aims at improving the physical
selectivity of the treatment. No benefit is expected from an improved (radiobiological)
differential effect. On the other hand, the risk of unexpected complications is small. The
benefit of proton beam therapy will become apparent mainly for the treatment of rather
resistant tumors located close, adjacent to, or invading radiosensitive critical normal tissues.
Some eye tumors (uveal melanomas), turmors of the base of the skull, AVMs (arteriovenous
malformations), and some sarcomas located close to the spinal core are considered today to
be the indications of choice for proton beam therapy.

To be applied in safe conditions, the following information should be available with good
accuracy:

- dose at different points in different organs and tissues
- penetration of the beam (exact position of the Bragg peak and of the dose fall-off

especially in non-homogeneous tissues)
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Nuclear data are needed for these purposes and they are also useful for the optimum design
of the treatment nozzle.

Therapy with heavy ions (e.g. C, Ne) aims at combining the benefit of the physical selectivity
of proton beams with the biological advantages of neutron beams for some tumor types. Here
again basic nuclear data are needed for the optimal application of heavy ion beams in the
clinical situation. At the present time heavy ions are used only in Chiba (Japan) but
treatments are planned to begin shortly at GSI-Darmstadt. In addition, at least two projects
are under discussion in Europe (TERA, Italy, AUSTRON, Austria) and another one in Japan.

2. NEUTRON CAPTURE THERAPY
A. Wambersie, J.B. Smathers

Neutron capture therapy (NCT) is a completely different approach. Its rationale is based on
the selective incorporation of a compound labelled with an isotope with a high thermal
neutron cross section (primarily 10B) in the malignant cells. In the second stage, a nuclear
reaction occurs through bombardment by thermal neutrons and short-range (of the order of
the cell diameter) high-LET particles or low energy gamma rays are emitted. The clinical
benefit of NCT will depend mainly on the selective incorporation of the appropriate
compound in all the cancer cells and in principle ngj in the normal cells and as such it is
largely a pharmacological problem.

The use of nuclear reactors as sources of low energy neutrons for boron capture therapy has
been well studied and clinical programs are now in place at MIT and Brookhaven National
Laboratory in the USA, in Japan and Europe. However, some benefit can be expected
through technical improvements. Thermal neutron beams have poor penetration in tissue, and
the use of an epithermal beam can overcome this problem. The slowing down of the
epithermal neutrons in tissue then results in the production of the appropriate thermal neutron
flux at the depth of the tumor.

The use of thermal/epithermal neutron beams produced at a nuclear reactor implies some
technical and practical constraints: availability of the beam, transportation of the patient, fixed
beam configuration, lack of clinical facilities, etc.

The possibility of replacing reactor neutrons by epithermal neutron beams produced by low
energy, high current accelerators is receiving increased attention. The favoured reactions are
about 2 MeV protons or deuterons on Li or Be targets with appropriate filteration and
moderation. This approach has several possible advantages:

(1) A compact (and relatively cheap) accelerator could be located within (or close to) a
hospital and there would be no problem with patient transportation.

(2) The machine would be continuously available for treatment.
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(3) Consequently, fractionation schedules could be optimized as a function of the type of
tumor and the type of drug. The fractionation of the irradiation, the fractionation of the
drug administration, as well as the relation between these two factors could be
optimized.

(4) From the point of view of treatment planning, complex beam arrangements could be
used resulting in an optimized distribution of the thermal neutron flux.

Computation of the dose distribution can probably be performed using the nuclear data
available from other programs. However, design of the accelerator (and the related shielding
configuration) requires the use of appropriate nuclear data.

The use of neutron capture therapy as an adjuvant dose deposition modality in fast neutron
therapy has been suggested and some initial work has been performed in the Seattle neutron
therapy beam. The extent to which the low energy neutron component of the spectrum could
enhance the dose to tumor cells containing boron is unclear at this time. Nor is it clear that
boron would be the element of choice for the dose enhancement. The data needs of this
treatment modality should be followed.

3. NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY IN PARTICLE THERAPY BEAMS
D.T.L. Jones

Knowledge of fluence energy spectra in therapeutic beams of protons and fast neutrons is
important for:

(1) Providing an unambiguous specification of radiation quality
(2) Optimizing beam modification systems for patient treatment
(3) Benchmarking theoretical calculations which use basic nuclear data
(4) Providing input data for treatment planning programs
(5) Calculating dosimetric parameters
(6) Shielding calculations
(7) Aiding in the interpretation of clinical, biological and dosimetric data from different

centres.

Currently the favoured means of producing neutron therapy beams is by the reaction of
protons of energies of about 50 MeV or more on thick or semithick beryllium targets.
However, the superconducting cyclotron facility in Detroit does utilize the d (48.5 MeV) +Be
reaction.

Many measurements have been made of p+Be spectra during the last twenty years, but most
of them have been made in non-clinical environments. Two recent measurements were made
in clinical beams, viz at the University of California-Los Angeles where a technique
involving the iterative fitting of water attenuation data in the p(45 MeV)+Be beam was used.
Recoil spectrometry was used in the p(62 MeV)+Be beam at the Clatterbridge Hospital, UK
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for their spectral measurements. The shapes of the p+Be spectra measured in both non-
clinical and clinical beams differ markedly. There was clearly an urgent need for the accurate
measurement of such spectra.

At the National Accelerator Centre (NAC) the unique capability exists of measuring high-
resolution spectra by the pulsed-beam time-of-flight method in situ in the clinical beam.
Extensive measurements (Jones et al) of fluence spectra were made under various irradiation
conditions: for different field sizes, hydrogenous filtrations, tungsten wedges and at different
off-axis distances. The results obtained are consistent with the expected trends. For example,
the spectra harden significantly with increasing thickness of hydrogenous (polyethylene)
filtration which preferentially filters out low energy neutrons, thus providing more penetrating
beams. The spectra soften with increasing distance from the geometrical beam edge and with
increasing field size. Spectral angular distribution measurements (Symons et al) have also
been made which provide unique information for shielding design.

Recently Monte Carlo calculations have been made by Ross et al. at the University of
Wisconsin of the NAC spectra using the MCNP and LAHET codes and the ENDF/B-V and
ENDL data libraries. The agreement between measurement and calculation is remarkably
good (Figure 1). Further calculations at the University of Wisconsin using more recent
crosssection evaluations from the Los Alamos National Laboratory show even better
correspondence with the measurements. Additional calculations which model the NAC
neutron therapy beam are being undertaken at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
for benchmarking the PEREGRINE all-particle Monte Carlo code.

No energy spectra measurements have apparently ever been published for any proton therapy
facility. Recently comprehensive measurements (Brooks et al) were made of fluence spectra
in situ in the NAC's 200 MeV horizontal proton therapy facility. The technique adopted uses
a pair of scintillation counter AE-E detector telescopes placed symmetrically about the beam
axis to detect p-p elastic scattering of the beam protons from a thin polyethylene radiator
mounted at the isocentre. Such a technique is essential at this energy for selecting elastic
events in the presence of the "reaction tail" events produced in the scintillator.

Several spectra were obtained using different combinations of beam modification elements.
The measured spectra show the expected effects. For example, the FWHM increases with
increasing thickness of degrader placed in the beam (Figure 2). A particular feature of the
measurements is the paucity of low-energy protons. These proton spectral data have been
supplied to several groups (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; ENEA, Bologna, Italy;
Loma Landa University Medical Center, CA) which are currently undertaking Monte Carlo
calculations which model the NAC beam delivery system, but no calculations are yet
available.

The importance of these neutron and proton therapy beam spectra in the context of the present
IAEA initiative is to provide accurate data for testing theoretical calculations which use basic
evaluated nuclear cross sections.
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4. DATA NEEDS FOR CONVENTIONAL EXTERNAL BEAM THERAPEUTIC
RADIATION
J.B. Smathers

The energy range of photons and electrons used in conventional radiation therapy are
encompassed by the 0 to 25 MeV energy range with one exception. The Scanditronix race
track microtron furnishes both photon and electron sources which extend to 50 MeV. Thus
for over 99% of the therapeutic accelerators in use in the world, the energy range of 0 - 25
MeV is adequate and the initial effort should focus on this energy range. If sufficient time
and money is available, the energy range should be extended to 50 MeV to fully encompass
all existing commercial accelerator sources. It is unlikely that therapeutic photon or electron
sources with energies in excess of this energy (50 MeV) will be developed for medical use
because of the lack of any defined dose distribution benefit and the increasing photo-neutron
source problem.

For photon sources in this energy range, the major data requirement are the need of photo-
neutron cross sections for the elements of biological and accelerator shielding interest. The
biological elements of interest are primarily C, O, N. Of secondary importance are the
elements P and Ca. The shielding and accelerator construction materials of interest are W,
Fe, Pb, and Cu.

That the IAEA has funded a CRP on "Compilation and Evaluation of Photonuclear Data" is
viewed positively and this CRP should be encouraged to include the above mentioned
elements in its scope of work.

The breadth of data required include as a minimum:

(a) neutron yield vs angle and total yield
(b) emission spectra vs angle

For ease of use and implementation, the data should be in an accepted data base format such
as ENDF/B-VI.

Similarly single electron interaction cross sections with secondary particle production should
be addressed for the same elements as listed previously. Data and format requirements are
similar to those listed above.
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5. (p,x) CROSS SECTIONS IN THE 50 - 350 MeV ENERGY RANGE
M. Fassbender, S.M. Qaim

During the Advisory Group Meeting on Medium Energy Data held at the IAEA in 1990, it
was pointed out that in connection with proton therapy data on the interactions of 50 to
250 MeV protons with beamline and collimator materials are needed. Furthermore, data on
the formation of activation products in tissue materials are required for

(a) calculations of extra radiation dose caused to the tissue;
(b) estimation of the amount of the p+ emitting product radioisotope (e.g. UC, TVl -

20 min) at a given position in the tissue. A positron emission tomographic (PET) scan
of the patient after the proton therapy would then localize and characterize the dose
accurately.

Experimental techniques
Cross sections were obtained using the stacked-foil activation method. Several stacks
containing target foils were irradiated with protons at TSL Uppsala (energy range 90 to
180 MeV), LNS Saclay (energy range 250-350 MeV), COSY Julich (energy 175 MeV) and
PSI Villigen (energy range 50 to 72 MeV). The beam energy was determined via TOF
methods and monitor reactions: 27Al(p,x)22>24Na and natCu(p,x)62-65Zn. The energy for a certain
data point was obtained using the energy degradation formula.

Chemical separations were mandatory to study reactions with low cross sections and thus low
product activity yields (e.g. determination of 7Be and 22Na in activated Cu foils and Cu
compound pellets). HPLC separation methods were developed to separate carrier added 7Be
and 22Na from irradiated targets with a high radiochemical yield and purity. The radioactivity
was determined via gamma-ray spectrometry. Cross sections were calculated from the
absolute activity of the radionuclide considered. The total errors of the cross sections
amounted to 9 - 60%, depending on counting statistics, errors of the monitor excitation
functions and detector efficiencies.

Nuclear model calculations
The precompound hybrid code ALICE-IPPE (incorporating the latest improvements
introduced by Y. Shubin, Obninsk) was used to calculate the excitation functions for the
formation of the activation products. However, calculation of 7Be, 22Na and 24Na is presently
not possible.

Results
(p,7Be) cross sections: These were determined for the first time for the elements F, P, S, Cl,
Cu and Zn in the energy region 100 -180 MeV, and for Cu and Fe in the 90-300 MeV range.
Several new data points were also obtained for light nuclei.
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22>24Na formation cross sections were measured for several target nuclei (Al, Si, S, Cl, P, Ca,
Cu, Zn). An exponential dependence of cross sections for the formation of 2224Na on the
charge number of the product nucleus was observed.

Activation products in beam collimators
Excitation functions of (p,x) processes on Cu, Zn and brass were determined for the formation
of 67Ga, 62Zn, 555657-58Co, 5254Mn, 48V, 51Cr. The experimental data were compared with the
results of nuclear model calculations. We found that there is a good agreement between
experimental and theoretical values for products in the vicinity of the target nucleus.
However, a poor agreement was observed for energies above 120 MeV and for product nuclei
with large mass differences from the target nucleus as well as for nuclei far from the
P stability line.

Cross sections for processes on brass can be obtained either by the irradiation of brass targets
(integral measurements) or by calculation from Cu and Zn experimental reaction cross
sections (integrated values). A comparison of integral and integrated data showed agreement
within ± 16.5%.

The activation of beam collimators was estimated for a 30 min run of the therapy facility
using a 200 MeV proton beam with an intensity of 400 nA before collimation. For 67Ga
(Tv=78.3h) a residual activity between 4 and 20 MBq between the therapy runs was
estimated, while the long-lived 54Mn (T,7l = 312.2 d) will be accumulated up to an activity of
74 MBq per year.

Short-lived p+emitters
Cross sections for the formation of llC from natural N and O were measured for proton
energies in the region 50 - 90 MeV and at 170 MeV. Nuclear model calculations were done,
and a comparison with the experimental data showed that theory describes the shape of the
excitation function. However, the magnitudes differ by a factor of 2-3.

Estimates of radioactivity produced in human tissue were done under the following
assumptions: Irradiation time: 30 min; proton energy 200 MeV; constant density of tissue
material. The 15O yield in the Bragg peak area (maximum absorbed dose) under these
conditions amounts to 980 MBq/nA, while under the same conditions a "C activity of 320
MBq/nA is produced.

Dose estimates
Estimates for the radiation dose deposited by the short-lived positron emitters "C, 13N and
15O were done for liver as source organ and a beam intensity of 5 nA/cm2. The dose released
by these radionuclides amounts to approx. 500 mSv. Compared to a total radiation dose of
2 Sv, the radiation dose is enhanced by about 25% by decay of product isotopes. The use of
lower beam currents or irradiation times would naturally decrease the extra dose from the
activated short-lived p+ emitters.
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Conclusions
The acquisition of nuclear data is of some fundamental interest in nuclear research (study of
complex particle emission, development of chemical separation methods, nuclear model
calculations etc.). With more detailed data, the production of short-lived positron emitting
radionuclides in the tissue target volume can be estimated more accurately. The activation
of the therapy collimator system leads to an enhanced radiation background.

6. THERAPEUTIC RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS
R.M. Lambrecht

There is increasing medical interest in the therapeutic applications of radionuclides for:

(1) Radioimmunospecific Pharmaceuticals, e.g. radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies for
treatment of cancer;

(2) palliation of pain due to metastasis in bone, e.g. from breast cancer;
(3) radiation synovectomy, e.g. alternative treatment of rheumatoid arthritis;
(4) bone marrow ablation, e.g. treatment of myeloma; and
(5) suicide gene therapy is anticipated to emerge in the 21 st century.

Radionuclides that decay by beta radiation (e.g., 32P, 89Sr, 90Y, 1311,153Sm, 165Dy, 166Ho); EC,
IT, Auger electrons (e.g. 1251,103Pd), or alpha particle emission (e.g. 211At, 213Bi) are utilized
as labels of internally administered radiopharmaceuticals, or seeds.

An emerging area for improved patient management combines the features of medical
imaging with emission tomography and individualized radiation treatment planning. Four
examples were discussed.

(1) A low dose of a short-lived positron emitter is administered and the pharmacokinetics
are quantitatively measured using PET. The time course and biodistribution data are
then used as input values for standard radiation treatment protocols. Then the
appropriate dose of the therapeutic radiopharmaceutical can be calculated as appropriate
for the individual patient. Examples of radionuclide pairs include: I24I and 131I; MCu and
67Cu; 86Y and 90Y.

(2) Likewise PET has been used to image the activated tissue following proton therapy at
Louvain-la-Neuve.

(3) PET is used to monitor the physiological changes in hypoxic tissue with positron
labelled tracers following neutron therapy at the University of Washington.

(4) Another idea developed at the Tohoku University, Japan, involves using I8F labeled
boronated Pharmaceuticals to quantitate the boron concentration in a tumor in order to
calculate the appropriate neutron dose for boron neutron capture therapy treatment.
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It is anticipated that emission tomography will play an increasing role in the various
approaches to radiotherapy.

A few examples of nuclear data needs were identified:

1. Decay scheme studies, e.g. absolute intensities of gamma rays from 225Ac and in
equilibrium with its decay products. 225Ac is being developed as a generator of 2l3Bi, a
radionuclide that can be imaged and which also decays by alpha particle emission. The
absolute intensities of gamma radiation from l66Dy in equilibrium with its daughter 166Ho,
as needed for the 166Dy-166Ho in vivo generator.

2. Beta-gamma branching ratios, e.g. 189W.

3. Neutron cross sections especially for burn-up of product radionuclides, e.g. 188W, 166Dy-
l66Ho produced by double neutron capture; and

4. Charged particle excitation functions required for accelerator production of medical
radionuclides, e.g. 186W(d,2n)I86Re.
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